### Students—by entering classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Isle Bastille, Winthrop Gillis, Jenny Lu, Momchil Tomov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Celia Beron, Rich Hakim, Jasper Maniates-Selvin, Shih-Yi Tseng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Brann, Seul Ah Kim, Julia Nguyen, Eric Vaughn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salvador Brito, Hyo Lee, Tomás Osorno Ferro, Keiko Weir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delara Chizari, Suk Joon Lee, Jenkang Tao, Alex Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Gilliam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Jim Bohnslav, Xiaomeng Han, Emma Krause, Rebecca Senft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senan Ebrahim, Lingfeng Hou, Jae Eon Lee, Clara Starkweather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Greben, Narendra Joshi, Kelly McGuire, Aniqa Tasnim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allison Hamilos, Lauren Kershberg, Alexandra Moore, Nivanthika Wimalasena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Asa Barth-Maron, Krissy Lyon, Aurel Nagy, He Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Baum, Michael Marquis, Paola Patella, Lynn Yap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cesar Echavarria, Eric Mulhall, Noah Pettit, Qiyu Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelly Girskis, Siva Nagappan Chettiar, Rachel Rodin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alex Batchelor, Chong Guo, Angela Kim, Josef Turecek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Bukwich, James Harris, Elizabeth Lamkin, Shan Shan Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chester Chia, Stephen Holtz, Dean Lee, Stephen Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Chow, Kee Wui Huang, Sasha Rayshubskiy, Ivan Santiago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas DeStefino, Minsuk Hyun, Bryan Song, Stephen Thornquist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michelle Frank, Rob Johnson, Jessleen Kanwal, Rapid Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greg Guitchounts,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Ben Andreone, Richard Held, Hannah Somhegyi, Christina Welsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greg Bryman, Gil Mandelbaum, Chris Tzeng, Yuwen Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selmaan Chettih, Matthias Minderer, Tara Raam, Andrea Yung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ershela Durresi, Rohan Ramesh, Hugo Vega-Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Masha Bloom, Jinyue Liu, Shay Neufeld, Candice Yip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laura Driscoll, Elliott Milner, Candice Yip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liza Litvina, Nicole Neubarth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students—by lab

**Andermann Lab**
Rohan Ramesh (G5)
Kelly McGuire (G2)

**Arlotta Lab**
James Harris (G4)
Dean Lee (G4)

**Assad Lab**
Allison Hamilos (G2)
Lingfeng Hou (G2)

**Cash Lab**
Senan Ebrahim (G2)

**C. Chen Lab**
Liza Litvina (G6)

**Corey Lab**
Eric Mulhall (G3)

**Cox Lab**
Greg Guitchounts (G4)
Cesar Echavarria (G3)

**Crickmore Lab**
Stephen Thornquist (G4)

**Datta Lab**
Masha Bloom (G6)

**Do Lab**
Elliott Milner (G6)
Greg Bryman (G5)

**Drugowitsch Lab**
Emma Krause (G2)

**Dymecki Lab**
Krissy Lyon (G3)
Rebecca Senft (G2)

**Engert Lab**
Rob Johnson (G4)

**Ginty Lab**
Nicole Neubarth (G6)
Qiyu Zhang (G3)
Anita Tasnim (G1)

**Goodrich Lab**
Andrea Yung (G5)
Chester Chia (G4)
Michelle Frank (G4)

**Gray Lab**
Nick DeStefano (G4)

**Greenberg Lab**
Shela Durresi (G5)
Chris Tseng (G5)
Aurel Nagy (G3)
Lynn Yap (G3)
Alexander Greben (G2)

**Gu Lab**
Ben Andreone (G5)
Brian Chow (G4)

**Harvey Lab**
Laura Driscoll (G6)
Selmaan Chettih (G5)
Matthias Minderer (G5)
Noah Pettit (G3)
Jim Bohnslev (G2)

**Heiman Lab**
Candice Yip (G6)
Elizabeth Lamkin (G4)

**Hebrew Lab**
Richard Held (G5)
Shan Shan Wang (G4)
Lauren Kershberg (G2)

**Kunes Lab**
He Yang (G3)

**Liberles Lab**
Narendra Joshi (G2)

**Lowell Lab**
Angela Kim (G4)

**Pecot Lab**
Ivan Santiago (G4)
Aziz Karakhanyan (G3)

**Regehr Lab**
Chong Guo (G4)
Josef Turecek (G4)

**Rogulja Lab**
Hannah Somhegyi (G5)
Bryan Song (G4)
Stephen Zhang (G4)

**Sabatini Lab**
Helen Hou (G7)
Shay Neufeld (G6)
Gil Mandelbaum (G5)
Kee Sui Huang (G4)
Minsuk Hyun (G4)
Jay Lee (G2)
Suk Joon Lee (G1)

**Sahay Lab**
Tara Raam (G5)
Hugo Vega-Ramirez (G5)

**Samuel Lab**
Jesseleen Kanwal (G4)

**Sanes Lab**
Jinyue Liu (G6)

**Stevens Lab**
Christina Welsh (G5)
Yuwen Wu (G5)
Matt Baum (G3)

**Uchida Lab**
Mike Bukwich (G4)
Clara Starkweather (G2)

**Umemori Lab**
Siva Nagappan Chettiar (G3)

**Walsh Lab**
Kelly Girskis (G3)
Rachel Rodin (G3)

**Wilson Lab**
Alexandra Batchelor (G4)
Stephen Holtz (G4)
Sasha Rayshubsky (G4)
Asa Barth-Maron (G3)
Michael Marquis (G3)
Paola Patella (G3)
Alexandra Moore (G2)
Jenny Lu (G1)

**Woolf Lab**
Nivanthika Wimalasena (G2)
Ben Andreone  
University of Maryland—College Park  
Entered 2012  
The Gu Lab  
bandreone [at] fas.harvard.edu

Asa Barth-Maron  
Lehigh University  
Entered 2014  
The Wilson Lab  
asabarthmaron [at] g.harvard.edu

Isle Bastille  
Cornell University  
Entered 2016  
Ibastille [at] g.harvard.edu

Alexandra Batchelor  
Cambridge University  
Entered 2013  
The Wilson Lab  
abatchelor [at] fas.harvard.edu

Matthew Baum  
Yale University/HMS  
Entered 2014  
The Stevens Lab  
matthew_baum [at] hms.harvard.edu

Celia Beron  
University of Texas  
Entered 2016  
celia_beron [at] g.harvard.edu
Nicholas DeStefino  
University of Pittsburgh/HMS  
Entered 2013  
The Gray Lab  
nicholas_destefino [at] hms.harvard.edu

Laura Driscoll  
University of California, Berkeley  
Entered 2011  
The Harvey Lab  
Lluradriscoll [at] fas.harvard.edu

Chester Chia  
Rutgers University  
Entered 2013  
The Goodrich Lab  
chesterchia [at] fas.harvard.edu

Delara Chizari  
University of California, Berkeley  
Entered 2016  
mdchizari [at] g.harvard.edu

Selmaan Chettih  
Swarthmore College  
Entered 2012  
The Harvey Lab  
chettih [at] fas.harvard.edu

Brian Chow  
University of California, San Diego  
Entered 2013  
The Gu Lab  
bchow [at] fas.harvard.edu

Nicholas DeStefino  
University of Pittsburgh/HMS  
Entered 2013  
The Gray Lab  
nicholas_destefino [at] hms.harvard.edu

Chester Chia  
Rutgers University  
Entered 2013  
The Goodrich Lab  
chesterchia [at] fas.harvard.edu

Delara Chizari  
University of California, Berkeley  
Entered 2016  
mdchizari [at] g.harvard.edu

Selmaan Chettih  
Swarthmore College  
Entered 2012  
The Harvey Lab  
chettih [at] fas.harvard.edu

Brian Chow  
University of California, San Diego  
Entered 2013  
The Gu Lab  
bchow [at] fas.harvard.edu

Nicholas DeStefino  
University of Pittsburgh/HMS  
Entered 2013  
The Gray Lab  
nicholas_destefino [at] hms.harvard.edu

Laura Driscoll  
University of California, Berkeley  
Entered 2011  
The Harvey Lab  
Lluradriscoll [at] fas.harvard.edu
Ershela Durreci  
Yale University/HMS  
Entered 2012  
The Greenberg Lab  
ershela_durreci [at] hms.harvard.edu

Senan Ebrahim  
Harvard College/HMS  
Entered 2015  
The Cash Lab  
senan_ebrahim [at] hms.harvard.edu

Cesar Echavarria  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Entered 2014  
The Cox Lab  
cechavarria [at] g.harvard.edu

Michelle Frank  
St. Olaf College  
Entered 2013  
The Goodrich Lab  
michellefrank [at] fas.harvard.edu

Daniel Gilliam  
University of Alabama  
Entered 2016  
dgilliam [at] g.harvard.edu

Winthrop Gillis  
Boston University  
Entered 2016  
wgillis [at] g.harvard.edu
Kelly Girskis
University of Southern California
Entered 2014
The Walsh Lab

girskis [at] g.harvard.edu

Chong Guo
Cornell University
Entered 2013
The Regehr Lab

cg376@cornell.edu

Alexander Greben
McGill University
Entered 2015
The Greenberg Lab

greben [at] g.harvard.edu

Richard Hakim
University of California, Berkeley
Entered 2016
rhakim [at] g.harvard.edu

Grigori Guitchounts
Boston University
Entered 2013
The Cox Lab

guitchounts [at] fas.harvard.edu

Allison Hamilos
MIT/HMS
Entered 2015
The Assad Lab

ahamilos [at] g.harvard.edu

Allison Hamilos
MIT/HMS
Entered 2015
The Assad Lab

ahamilos [at] g.harvard.edu
Richard Held  
Tulane University  
Entered 2012  
The Kaeser Lab  
rheld [at] fas.harvard.edu

Stephen Holtz  
University of Virginia  
Entered 2013  
The Wilson Lab  
holtz [at] fas.harvard.edu

Lingfeng Hou  
Tsinghua University  
Entered 2015  
The Assad Lab  
Lingfenghou [at] g.harvard.edu

Kee Wui Huang  
Stanford University  
Entered 2013  
The Sabatini Lab  
keewuihuang [at] fas.harvard.edu

Xiaomeng (Mona) Han  
Tsinghua University  
Entered 2015  
xiaomenghan [at] g.harvard.edu

James Harris  
Bowdoin College/HMS  
Entered 2013  
The Arlotta Lab  
james_harris [at] hms.harvard.edu

Lingfeng Hou  
Tsinghua University  
Entered 2015  
The Assad Lab  
Lingfenghou [at] g.harvard.edu
Minsuk Hyun  
Stanford University  
Entered 2013  
The Sabatini Lab  
minsukhyun [at] fas.harvard.edu

Robert Johnson  
Washington University  
Entered 2013  
The Engert Lab  
robertevanjohnson [at] fas.harvard.edu

Narendra Joshi  
Amherst College  
Entered 2015  
The Liberles Lab  
njoshi [at] g.harvard.edu

Jessleen Kanwal  
University of Virginia  
Entered 2013  
The Samuel Lab  
jkanwal [at] fas.harvard.edu

Lauren Kershberg  
Pomona College  
Entered 2015  
The Kaeser Lab  
lkershberg [at] g.harvard.edu

Angela Kim  
Yonsei University  
Entered 2013  
The Lowell Lab  
angelakim01 [at] fas.harvard.edu
Seul Ah Kim
Washington University
Entered 2016
seulah_kim [at] g.harvard.edu

Emma Krause
Davidson College
Entered 2015
The Drugowitsch Lab
emmakrause [at] g.harvard.edu

Elizabeth Lamkin
Haverford College
Entered 2013
The Heiman Lab
elizabeth.lamkin [at] fas.harvard.edu

Dean Lee
University of California, Los Angeles
Entered 2013
The Arlotta Lab
sunglinglee [at] fas.harvard.edu

Hyo Lee
Washington University
Entered 2016
hyo_lee [at] g.harvard.edu

Jae Eon Lee
Korea Advance Institute of Science
Entered 2015
The Sabatini Lab
jaylee [at] g.harvard.edu
Jinyue Liu
Cambridge University
Entered 2011
The Sanes Lab
jinyueliu [at] fas.harvard.edu

Liza Litvina
Wesleyan University
Entered 2011
The C. Chen Lab
litvina [at] fas.harvard.edu

Suk Joon Lee
Dartmouth/HMS
Entered 2016
The Sabatini Lab
sukjoon_lee [at] hms.harvard.edu

Jenny Lu
Harvard College/HMS
Entered 2016
The Wilson Lab
jenny_lu [at] hms.harvard.edu

Gil Mandelbaum
Tel Aviv University
Entered 2012
The Sabatini Lab
gmandelbaum [at]fas.harvard.edu

Kristine Lyon
Lewis & Clark College
Entered 2014
The Dymecki Lab
klyon [at] g.harvard.edu

Liza Litvina
Wesleyan University
Entered 2011
The C. Chen Lab
litvina [at] fas.harvard.edu

Suk Joon Lee
Dartmouth/HMS
Entered 2016
The Sabatini Lab
sukjoon_lee [at] hms.harvard.edu

Jenny Lu
Harvard College/HMS
Entered 2016
The Wilson Lab
jenny_lu [at] hms.harvard.edu

Gil Mandelbaum
Tel Aviv University
Entered 2012
The Sabatini Lab
gmandelbaum [at]fas.harvard.edu

Kristine Lyon
Lewis & Clark College
Entered 2014
The Dymecki Lab
klyon [at] g.harvard.edu
Jasper Maniates-Selvin  
Washington University  
Entered 2016  
jtmaniatesselvin [at] g.harvard.edu

Michael Marquis  
Arizona State University  
Entered 2014  
The Wilson Lab  
mmarquis [at] g.harvard.edu

Kelly McGuire  
Brown University  
Entered 2015  
The Andermann Lab  
kmcguire [at] g.harvard.edu

Elliott Milner  
Oberlin College  
Entered 2011  
The Do Lab  
emilner [at] fas.harvard.edu

Matthias Minderer  
Cambridge University  
Entered 2012  
The Harvey Lab  
minderer [at] fas.harvard.edu

Alexandra Moore  
University of Oregon  
Entered 2015  
The Wilson Lab  
alexandramoore [at] g.harvard.edu
Sivapratha Nagappan Chettiar
University of California, Berkeley
Entered 2014
The Umemori Lab
siva.nagappan [at] childrens.harvard.edu

Aurel Nagy
Brown University/HMS
Entered 2014
The Greenberg Lab
aurel_nagy [at] hms.harvard.edu

Nicole Neubarth
University of Chicago
Entered 2011
The Ginty Lab
nicoleneubarth [at] fas.harvard.edu

Eric Mulhall
University of California, Santa Cruz
Entered 2014
The Corey Lab
gricmulhall [at] g.harvard.edu

Shay Neufeld
McGill University
Entered 2011
The Sabatini Lab
shayneufeld [at] fas.harvard.edu

Julia Nguyen
Harvard College
Entered 2016
jknguyen [at] g.harvard.edu
Tomás Osorno Ferro
Universidad Nacional de Colombia
Entered 2016
tosornoferro [at] g.harvard.edu

Paola Patella
University of Genoa
Entered 2014
The Wilson Lab
Paolapatella [at] g.harvard.edu

Noah Pettit
University College London
Entered 2014
The Harvey Lab
noahpettit [at] g.harvard.edu

Tara Raam
University of California, San Diego
Entered 2012
The Sahay Lab
tararaam [at] fas.harvard.edu

Rohan Ramesh
Brown University
Entered 2012
The Andermann Lab
ramesh [at] fas.harvard.edu

Sasha Rayshubskiy
Cornell University
Entered 2013
The Wilson Lab
rayshubskiy [at] fas.harvard.edu
Rachel Rodin  
Emory University/HMS  
Entered 2014  
The Walsh Lab  
rreiff [at] g.harvard.edu

Ivan Santiago  
City College New York  
Entered 2013  
The Pecot Lab  
ivansantiago [at] fas.harvard.edu

Rebecca Senft  
Swarthmore College  
Entered 2015  
The Dymecki Lab  
senft [at] g.harvard.edu

Hannah Somhgyi  
Lewis and Clark College  
Entered 2012  
The Rogulja Lab  
somhgyi [at] fas.harvard.edu

Bryan Song  
University of Texas  
Entered 2013  
The Rogulja Lab  
bryansong [at] fas.harvard.edu

Clara Starkweather  
Duke University/HMS  
Entered 2015  
The Uchida Lab  
clara_starkweather [at] hms.harvard.edu
Jenkang Tao  
University of California, Berkeley  
Entered 2016  
jenkang_tao [@] g.harvard.edu

Aniqa Tasnim  
Johns Hopkins University  
Entered 2015  
The Ginty Lab  
atasnim [@] g.harvard.edu

Stephen Thornquist  
Washington University  
Entered 2013  
The Crickmore Lab  
thornquist [@] fas.harvard.edu

Momchil Tomov  
Princeton University  
Entered 2016  
Mtomov [@] m.harvard.edu

Shih-Yi Tseng  
Taiwan University  
Entered 2016  
shihyi_tseng [@] g.harvard.edu

Josef Turecek  
University of Washington  
Entered 2013  
The Regehr Lab  
jturecek [@] fas.harvard.edu
Chris Tzeng  
Rice University  
Entered 2012  
The Greenberg Lab  
ctzeng [at] fas.harvard.edu

Hugo Vega-Ramirez  
University of California at Davis  
Entered 2012  
The Sahay Lab  
hvegaramirez [at] fas.harvard.edu

Eric Vaughn  
Arizona State University  
Entered 2016  
ervaughan [at] g.harvard.edu

Shan Shan Wang  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Entered 2013  
The Kaeser Lab  
huaiyingwang [at] fas.harvard.edu

Keiko Weir  
University of Washington  
Entered 2016  
keiko _weir [at] g.harvard.edu

Keiko Weir  
University of Washington  
Entered 2016  
keiko _weir [at] g.harvard.edu

Christina Welsh  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Entered 2012  
The Stevens Lab  
cwels [at] fas.harvard.edu
Nivanthika Wimalasena
Harvard College
Entered 2015
The Woolf Lab
nwimalasena [at] g.harvard.edu

Yuwen Wu
University of Chicago
Entered 2012
The Stevens Lab
yuwenwu [at] fas.harvard.edu

He Yang
Tsinghua University
Entered 2014
The Kunes Lab
heyang01 [at] g.harvard.edu

Lynn Yap
Yale University
Entered 2014
The Greenberg Lab

Candice Yip
University of Southern California
Entered 2011
The Heiman Lab
yip [at] fas.harvard.edu

Andrea Yung
Stanford University
Entered 2012
The Goodrich Lab
Andreayung [at] aas.harvard.edu
Alex (Zihe) Zhang
Huazhong University
Entered 2016
zihe_zhang [at] g.harvard.edu

Qiyu Zhang
Brandeis University
Entered 2014
The Ginty Lab
qiyuzhang [at] g.harvard.edu

Stephen (Xingjie) Zhang
Grinnell College
Entered 2013
The Rogulja Lab
xzhang03 [at] fas.harvard.edu